
 

 

Who is Ecoer? 

 

Ecoer was founded in Fairfax, VA in 2016 by a team led by Louis Ing, President of Ecoer.   Ecoer 

was developed as a result of seeing a real need in the HVAC industry.  Louis and the Ecoer team 

wanted to bring real innovation to the North American industry utilizing the best and latest 

technology available.  Ecoer aligned themselves with a strategic partner, Inhand Networks, in 

order to accomplish their vision.  Through the use of Inhand’s industrial IoT and AI technology, 

the team was able to develop an affordable high efficiency inverter heat pump and air 

conditioning system, incorporating smart technology.  Over the past 2 years, Ecoer has grown 

having multiple locations in 3 countries- Headquarters, Technical Support Center and 

Warehouse in the US; Software Development Facility in Japan; Product Quality Control and 

Manufacturing in China.  Ecoer chose to use TCL a Chinese company, to help assemble their 

equipment.  Ecoer partnered with TCL because they are a $15 billion publicly traded company 

that manufactures various technologies, as well as, other Air Conditioning Brands.  Ecoer is rare, 

in that it is a totally new HVAC equipment manufacture, building its own equipment and 

owning the rights to its technology.  Ecoer’s team consist of individuals from Carrier, Midea, 

Daikin, and Mitsubishi on the engineering and software development side, as well as, led by 

Louis a former Midea employee who helped launch the Ameristar and Bosch brands here in the 

US.  Ecoer’s goal is to simplify the inverter install process and connect the contractor to the 

homeowner and their system. By doing this, we hope to see more inverters used in the US 

residential market, making it easier and faster to install for the contractor and help with quicker 

and more accurate response times for the homeowner.  Ecoer’s Mission Statement is “Make 

our home Green and Smart”.  We are on a mission to do just that!” 
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